
Learning about the soil in which          
                plant grow

 
  



While you are offline, the cat likes to chase data

In the crack of my kitchen by the sink a small plant started to grow, I liked 
watching it growing and evolving.

We broke up in September 2018. I often think about you. 

Collaboration 
       Parternship 

I wonder what is my own practice ?

      I died with them 

  Love, 
    Care       ? 

What is 
the accur-
acy of us?

A very special but sad love story

I.



Lifelike Inc. at Beaconsfield Gallery, London
Performance Documentation, Duration Variable, 2019



While you are offline, the cat likes to chase data, 2019
Vaccum seal flower & IPhone notes



I guess my care for you has transformed and is now with you 
      
      Plants.

   I sometimes push my finger through 
     the soil 
 and wait for the plant to respond

Digitalis, a genus of about 20 species of herbaceous perennials, 
shrubs, and biennials commonly called foxgloves. The genus 
digitalis is from the Latin digitus (finger), perhaps referencing 
the shape of the flowers, which accommodate a finger when 
fully formed. It also suggests a play on the connectivity of the 
digital cosmos with the natural world and its relationship with 
our physical or sometimes virtual bodies.



II.
The age of 
data make 
time solid 

We didn’t know any other way to be together, 

we wanted to learn about each other 
but instead, we flirted over emails, and DTR our relationship through Ins-
tagram stories.

   You started to slowly disappear in a tender illusion

On that early morning in March 2019, the windows on my laptop were 
processing wind of algorithms.     For hours, it kept on 
spitting tweets and emails perpetually.

 

Quickly,     
                        I realised I had a curious email in my junks. 
     The email said: 

  Click on the PDF at-
tached

http://leacollet.com/files/since.pdf
http://leacollet.com/files/since.pdf


SLOW FADE
Installation Documentation, Mixed Media, GossamerFog, London 2018

Why don’t you look 
at my video link?
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You left in Peace 

      Left me in Pieces

https://vimeo.com/275106969
https://vimeo.com/275106969


Soft Anonymity — Part II at Assembly Point, London
Performance Documentation, Duration Variable, 2018



   Right here...

https://vimeo.com/275808666
https://vimeo.com/275808666


III.
But time 
is a softer 
thing for us 



I had a vision for a virtual world
   A virtual world made up of millions 

of connected spaces,  like a three-dimensional version of the internet. 
  A world in which we could built, together.

Love is a data field

Open each small 
      flower eating 
video

Apex Body at Arebyte Gallery, London
Video Still, 4min 9sec, 2019

https://vimeo.com/332185938
https://vimeo.com/332185938
https://vimeo.com/332185938


Listen to Plantasia 
I love this music

The album says: music for plants and the people who love them - it comes with 
a book for plant care 

It starts with this mystical synths whistle that opens up with a symphony-  
 
reminds me of early plant documentary    as if they were on a 
time lapse - 

it is an hymne for the plant       that are alive 

 ritual experience feels 
like a head massage 

You’re mulchy green, you’re verdant matter, Slade Summer School
Exhibition and workshop documentation, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0vrsO3_HpU


   I know you would do the same for love.    
       
But first you needed data, 2019.


